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This issue includes:

An interview with Ms. Kersti   Meeting Keith Closs Pinktober



In honour of breast cancer awareness
month, our school nurse organised an
assembly for girls in MS1-HS. It was a
very successful session for raising
awareness and teaching girls about
female health.

PINKTOBER

by Zainab Hassan

As a high school cohort, we conducted an
interview with teachers in LWIS Istanbul.
Ms. Kerstin is one of the teachers on the
team who has been working in LWIS Istanbul
since September, 2019. She teaches lower
primary PYP classroom. She has  established
an orphanage after witnessing the
sufferings of young street children in Africa.
She felt compelled to do something right
away and it was around 10 years ago.
Children were educated at the orphanage,
and the only requirement was that they
attend school every day. Ms. Kerstin, with
the help of friends, fundraised their
education. After graduating from high
school, seven of the children are now
enrolled in university. Ms. Kerstin requires
some assistance in order to support and pay
for her pupils’ education. It is our
responsibility to spread the word and do
whatever we can do to assist some
wonderful people. 

INTERVIEWS
by Zainab Hassan 

Interesting Movies 

A film that struck me the most this
year, was "Beautiful Boy." Nic Sheff,
played by Timothee Chalamet, and
his father, played by Steve Carell, is

based on a true story. The story
follows David Sheff as he tries to
assist his son overcome a serious

addiction. Nic's life took a turn for
the worst as a result of it, despite his

father's best efforts to help him. I
believe the film accurately depicted
how a person's life may be ruined by
a few decisions. Also, it's not only a

movie, but also a book that you may
want to check out. This is highly

recommended to MS and HS learners. 

by Hiba Sharif



DODGEBALL

TOURNAMENTS
This term students and
teachers competed in
separate dodgeball
tournaments. In the student
finals, the High School
Cohort won against Middle
School 1 despite being down
to only one person.

SPIRIT WEEK
The school leadership
presented by Ms. Nora
(School Principal) and our
Student Council
Representatives have
organised two spirits weeks
for our community this term
to demonstrate their
creativity. Many different
themes have been used
including, Silly Sock Day,
Pinktober, Costume Day, and
many others. Students of
different ages participated,
demonstrating they
ingenuity. Not only did the
students take part, but so
did the teachers. Everyone
enjoyed the themes that
students picked themselves
and we’ll hopefully do it
again.

CELEBERTIRY OF THE MONTH

Harry Styles is a British singer admired by many worldwide.
In LWIS Istanbul International School specifically, he has
many fans. He started off in a very successful band called
One Direction. Even though they've broken up, One direction
remains as one of the most successful boybands in history.
After the hiatus in 2015, Harry has moved to be a solo artist.
With two very successful albums and another on the way, he
has changed the world with his music and style. As the
American leg of his tour (Love on Tour) just ended, we are
hoping to see European dates soon. Harry has always been
open-minded and has a wide range of clothing preferences.
He typically wore Gucci's custom-made and one-of-a-kind
clothing. He's always pushed to think outside the box and
stood out in public.

Winter holiday

We hope everyone is looking forward to the upcoming Holiday
period. We've been working for months and it's going to be nice to
take a holiday, especially with the past examinations being over.
Also, report cards will be issued soon, and we hope that everyone
will pass. This semester has been a whirlwind, and hopefully we'll
see one other again after the holidays.

by Zainab Hassan

by Abdulrahman Al Mansoori 



I 
 WAS A MEMBER OF AN IRANIAN FOOTBALL
TEAM WHEN I WAS TEN YEARS OLD. SINCE
THEN, I'VE LEARNT A LOT OF NEW SKILLS,

AND THE NAME OF THE CLUB WAS
ESTEGHLAL. I HAD A GREAT TIME THERE AND

MET A LOT OF NEW PEOPLE. MOST
IMPORTANTLY, I LEARNED HOW TO

CORRECTLY PLAY FOOTBALL AND PICKED UP
A FEW NEW SKILLS. 

 

 

Footbal Camp

Physics Project 

Two high school teams competed to
see who could construct the strongest
bridge. Team A with Zainab, Hiba,  and

Houssein. Team B with Hanaa,
Arsalan, Abdulrahman, and Jahan.

Team 2 took first place with a
cardboard and wooden bridge that

could hold more than 15 phones. With
such a short time schedule, the bridge

was simply remarkable.  
 

by Jahanmher Jahangeer

by Arsalan Yashar



Meeting Keith Closs

On Friday, December 10, we had the privilege of meeting Keith Closs, a retired
NBA player. He was a member of the Los Angeles Clippers for a few years and has
taught a number of well-known players, such as  Kobe Bryant and Michael Jordan.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, on the other hand, was his favorite player and mentor. We
had a fantastic assembly with him, during which he spoke to us and encouraged

us while also telling us about his life and basketball. He taught us that we couldn't
be perfect, but that we can all strive to be better every day. During assembly, we
modified this phrase, and it was a genuinely magnificent day. During assembly,

we chanted this phrase, and it was a genuinely magnificent day. 
"Progress, not perfection," . 

 

by Hanaa Takriti 



Follow us on Instagram
@hscohort_

@lwisistanbul  

Writing this newsletter has been a lot of fun, and we intend to publish many more in the
future. Hopefully, everyone of you who read this will find it entertaining.
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